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SPECIFICATIONS: 

SYROLANA is a wooden GULET suitable for group or families up to 16 passengers. 

She has 2 heavy duty 325HP turbo engines and around 200 square meters sails. 

There is a tender with outboard engine, 2 VHF, 2 GPS, one radar and the electronic 

standard equipment. There is always 220AC for charge any telephone or other items 

like camera or MP3 player. 

Of course there is an electric fridge, 3000 liters water tanks, hot water and all the 

equipment expected in such yacht like air conditioning in all the cabins.. 

There is a paddle on board, snorkeling equipment, some fishing lines, and possibility 

to connect your MP3 player on the yacht stereo. There is WiFi 3G on-board, free for 

email use (not to download movies ;-). The bar is open for basic beverages 

(refreshment or beers) and you can also bring and drink your bottles without extra 

charge. There is a large sunbathing area with sun beds... 

Everything to enjoy a comfortable cruise with also very good food - breakfast and 

lunch or dinner on board! 

  

  

 

Syrolana layout 

  



  

 

Our Yacht Syrolana Photo Gallery 
 
  

 

Connoisseurs will appreciate the traditional shape of the stern, and all enjoy the plenty space ... 



 

  

 



  

 

  

 

The warmth of wood - a different style to modern yachts... 

 



Young, but experimented Syrolana crew, will welcome you in a “as in your own yacht” 

spirit, managing for you secure navigation and great meals in a half-board formula. 

 

Themistocle, the Captain : only 26 - international backround - more than 20 000 nautical 

miles navigation in the Greek islands - crossed the Atlantic - YachtMaster ocean – Speaks 3 

languages. 

Stella prepares wonderfull Mediterranean meals and Nikos is a helpful and kind person, the first 

quality asked in our family company in order to help you just to be happy in “your yacht”. Not 5 

stars hotel nor VIP “a la carte” service but a nice team spirit to discover the Greek islands in an 

authentic way. 

 

Plenty space also inside ... 



 

  

 

... and what about the cabins ? 



 

VIP cabin has 2 private toilets, one with shower cabin and one with WC 

 

Master triple cabin has the largest double bed (170cmm x 220), one single bed and one private 

toilet with WC and shower cabin: 



 

  

 

Other cabins have private toilet with simple WC / shower 

 

  



 

During the week we mainly sail from coves to harbours in order to enjoy different places as much 

as possible... 

 

See you soon on board! 
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